Meet Aliyah.

Aliyah is a 10 year old girl who’s health challenges inspired her to give back.

For a long time, Aliyah and her mother struggled to have her health concerns taken seriously. "Bloody nose, after bloody nose, after bloody nose!" shared her mother, “How frustrating to deal with that on a regular basis and be told over and over it’s normal.”

Aliyah and her mother knew something wasn’t right, and fortunately they kept fighting. After almost a year of doctor visits and numerous tests, Aliyah finally was diagnosed with storage pool deficiency.

Never letting her disorder keep her down she’s figured out the tricks to keeping her bleeds under control.

Her mother thanks the Nevada Chapter for their role in helping her daughter to feel empowered. “Thanks to the chapter’s educational dinners and wonderful events she has learned what activities are best for her to keep herself healthy.”

Aliyah enjoys learning why this disorder exists and likes to give back. She knows whenever she walks and raises money she’s helping others learn about their disorders.

Aliyah’s drive and commitment helped her raise $2,350 for the 2018 Unite for Bleeding Disorders Walk, winning her the Top Individual and Top Youth Fundraiser award.

Thank you to Aliyah and all of her friends and family for your support of the Nevada bleeding disorders community.